Recent breakthroughs in neuroanatomical tracing methods have helped unravel 12 complicated neural connectivity in whole brain tissue at a single cellular resolution. 13
Introduction 25
In the last few decades, research in systems neuroscience has increased and benefited 26 from the advances in molecular and genetic engineering techniques. Using various 27 purpose-specific techniques, neurons can be labeled and traced in both 28
anterograde/retrograde directions [1] [2] [3] [4] . Subcellular neuronal components, such as ion 29 channels expressed in specific types of neurons 5-7 and connectivity-specific synapses 11 , can be readily manipulated. Emergence of powerful tracing techniques has enabled 31 us to disentangle highly complicated neural circuits of diverse brain regions [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . 32
Despite such breakthroughs in single-neuron level tracing techniques, the 33 analysis of obtained images still relies, in general, on old methods such as manual 34 counting of the number of labeled neurons. Specifically, conventional experiments of 35 mouse brain image analysis typically begin with finding a brain atlas image that is 36 visually similar to the experimentally obtained image (Fig. 1a) . Then, the region-of-37 interest (ROI) boundary is manually drawn and the number of labeled neurons in ROIs 38 is counted. However, this conventional analysis has several critical issues. First, 39 manually selected ROI boundaries are highly subjective and susceptible to human error. 40
This issue can arise from many factors that cause distortion in sectional views of brain 41 samples that have undergone histological processes, including imperfect slicing angles 42 that may vary across samples (Fig. 1b) . In addition, the commonly used 2-D reference 43 atlases (e.g. ref.18) are affected by this slicing angle issue, thus human intervention, i.e. 44 experimenters' subjective decisions on finding corresponding slices in the atlas, has to 45 resolve the discrepancy between the atlases and obtained slice images to match them. 46
These subjective judgements inevitably lead to erroneous analysis results, especially in 47 mice brains that lack any clear landmark structures, such as sulci and gyri. 48 Second, even if the ROI boundaries are set flawlessly, simply counting the 49 number of labeled neurons in each slice image provides only the information regarding 50 the 2-D distribution of neurons in the slicing plane. Consequently, much information 51 regarding the complete 3-D organization of neurons is lost. To measure the neuronal 52 distribution in non-slicing axes, reconstruction of the distribution of labeled neurons on 53 a standardized 3-D brain atlas is required, however this is not readily achieved due to 54 deformations of brain sections during tissue preparation. Furthermore, the sizes and 55 handling conditions of individual brains such as slicing angles and structural 56 deformation vary, thus, their neuronal distributions in 3-D cannot be directly compared 57 (Fig. 1c) . Lastly, these manual analysis processes of brain images are highly laborious, 58 thus, studying neuronal organization on a whole-brain scale is a formidable task. 59
Diverse approaches have been suggested to address these issues by 60 implementing new hardware or image processing methods 13, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . For example, Ragan 61 and colleagues devised the serial 2-photon tomography 21 , which aims to minimize 62 tissue deformation during preparation by combining a microtome with a 2-photon 63 microscope. Then, image data from multiple brains are warped onto a common 3-D 64 space allowing comparison of different brains. However, the warping process is 65 performed on a volume-to-volume basis, requiring two whole brains reconstructed in 3-66 D. Therefore, brains must be sliced from their anterior start to the posterior end, 67 regardless of how small the compared region is. 68
In another recent study, an interactive framework that obtained brain images 69
analyzed on a slice-to-slice basis with a scale-invariant atlas was introduced 22 . 70 However, the software required a manual choice of the atlas slice that best matches the 71 observed image and does not account for the errors in the slicing angles. Therefore, 72
sharpening, and downsampling to 50 μm, each slice image was linearly transformed to 122 roughly match the target ARA slice ( Fig. 2b ; see Methods for detailed procedure). 123
Next, structural features of the local area were extracted from the obtained image and 124 ARA slice images by the speeded-up-robust-features (SURF) algorithm 27 and grid-125 point sampling at the interval of 200 μm, respectively (Fig. 2c) . The purpose of grid-126 sampling in an obtained image was to ensure evenly spaced feature-matching and avoid 127 excessive local weighting during similarity quantification. ARA slice with the highest ISS were set as the position of the original image (Fig. 2e) . 134
The advantage of our feature-based similarity comparison is that all local 135 structural aspects of a brain slice are considered to compute the precise comparison of 136 slice images, unlike individual interpretation based on visual comparison of some 137 salient features. Furthermore, with this strategy, AMaSiNe can find the accurate 138 parameter of slice alignment, even when a part of the image is lost or damaged during 139 tissue preparation. Using the feature-based image-to-image comparison method, we 140 confirmed that AMaSiNe produces consistent results with slice images stained utilizing 141 various methods, such as the most common, DAPI, Nissl, and autofluorescence (Fig.  142 
S2). 143
To improve computational efficiency, we implemented the following strategy: 144 First, the three-step searching, a popular derivation of the greedy search algorithm, was 145 applied to find the most similar ARA slice (Fig. 2e) . Next, for the initial estimation of 146 alignment parameters, obtained images and ARA were downsampled to 50 μm × 50 μm 147 resolution. We confirmed this resolution was acceptable because higher resolution did 148 not improve the accuracy of results (data not shown). Lastly, instead of searching 149 parameters of all obtained images, AMaSiNe allows sampling of slice images from a 150 single brain at the interval of approximately 250 μm -1000 μm and interpolates the 151 parameters of unsampled images from those sampled (Fig. 2f) . The validity of this 152 approach was confirmed from the test for determining the minimum number of sample 153 images to find the correct slicing angles (Fig. 2g) . We observed that any two images 154 from different positions were sufficient to reliably find the slicing angles with the errors 155 of estimated alignment angle less than 1° on average using our tissue preparation 156 setting. 157 158
3-D Reconstruction of the Brain and Cell Annotation 159
After obtaining the alignment parameters of original slice images in ARA, AMaSiNe 160 warped the images onto its corresponding ARA slice and compensated for the structural 161 deformation during tissue preparation (Fig. 3a) . The warping was based on the feature-162 to-feature matching in four steps: a similarity transformation (linear), two affine 163 transformations (linear), and a local-weighted-mean transformation (non-linear) 29 . The 164 transformation parameters, three matrices for linear transformations and the locations of 165 matched features for non-linear transformation, were computed from the matched SURF 166 points in ARA slice and obtained images. The obtained images at their original pixel 167 resolution were geometrically transformed with these parameters. After aligning the 168 warped images, the original slice images were successfully transformed to reconstruct 169 3-D positions of the neurons in the standard ARA space (Fig. 3b) . 170
Once the image registration process was completed, the location of the labeled 171 neurons' somas in transformed images were measured (Fig. 3c) . A series of filters, 172 including Fermi and difference-of-Gaussian filters, were first applied to enhance the 173 soma's edge. Then, circular structures, namely the labeled somas, were located using 174
Hough transformation 30, 31 . AMaSiNe allows users to tune the parameters for cell 175 detection, such as the diameter range of labeled somas, for flexible application of the 176 algorithm for soma and/or neuropil detection 32, 33 . Because the 3-D reconstructed brain 177 accurately fit into ARA, detected neurons in each slice were directly positioned on 178 ARA, the common 3-D reference space. Utilizing this information, AMaSiNe allocated 179 labeled neurons into their corresponding ROIs using the 3-D annotated ARA (Fig. 3d) . 180 LGd, lateral area in the extrastriate cortex (VISl), and dorsal region of the retrosplenial 210 cortical area (RSPd), respectively). Then, the spatial organization of neuronal 211 distribution in VISp and in each of its input sources was investigated by examining the 212 center-of-mass positions of labeled neurons in each data set in VISp and in other ROIs 213 (Fig. 4f, h and i for VISp-LGd, VISp-VISl, VISp-RSPd relationships, respectively; 214 ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, Pearson's correlation test). Results showed the 215 distribution of labeled neurons in LGd, VISl, and RSPd was highly correlated with the 216 distribution in VISp (r = 0.965, 0.787, and 0.885, respectively), indicating the 217 topography of neural projections was robustly maintained in these connections. In 218 addition, neurons providing inputs to distinct local VISp regions were spatially well 219 segregated in all these regions, providing further evidence of systematic organization of 220 the visual pathway (***p<0.001, one-way ANOVA). Among the 11 regions studied that 221 projected to VISp (Fig. 4a) , eight regions, except the posterolateral (VISpl) and 222 postrhinal areas (VISpor) in the extrastriate cortex and the ventral part of the 223 retrosplenial areas (RSPv), provided topographic local projections to VISp ( Fig. S4 and  224 
S5). 225
Having observed an orderly projection from ROIs to VISp, whether the 3-D 226 spatial relationship between VISp and its input sources can be explained with a simple 227 model was investigated. We established a linear regression model that describes the 228 relationship between the neuronal distribution in VISp and in each ROI (e.g. Fig. 4g , 229 left for LGd). The center-of-mass positions of neurons in each ROI were used to model 230 the relationship with minimum-norm solution. The accuracy of these models was 231
validated by comparing the model prediction error with the distance of the random 232 parings of the prediction and experimentally obtained data ( Fig. 4g, right; Wilcoxon 233 rank sum test, ***p<0.001, n = 9 and 500 for model and shuffle, respectively; S4 and 234 S5 for other ROIs). The spatial organization of the projection from 8 ROIs to the VISp 235 was simulated using these models (Fig. 4j) Before a preprocessed anchor image and an ARA slice were compared, the 399 preprocessed anchor image was structurally adjusted twice to roughly match its shape to 400 the ARA slice for comparison. First, SURF points (number of octaves = 1) 27 were 401 extracted from both images and extracted feature points were described with HOG 402 descriptors (250 μm × 250 μm cell size, 13 × 13 blocks, 7 × 7 cell overlap between 403 adjacent blocks) 28 . Feature points with similar HOG descriptor vectors in both images 404 were then matched. A transformation matrix for non-reflective similarity transformation 405 was computed with the matched feature points in both images. Using this matrix, the 406 preprocessed anchor image was registered linearly. The registered image then went 407 through a second transformation with the same method described previously but with an 408 affine transformation. The overview of the spatial organization of inputs to VISp (Fig. 4j) were 510 designed as follows: The point coordinates spaced regularly at 25 μm intervals in layers 511 II to IV of VISp in ARA were used as inputs to the model equations. Because the 512 models were linear, numerous output points deviated from the outer boundaries of 513 corresponding ROIs (e.g. RSPd and RSPagl); such points were excluded when plotting 514 the results. In addition, several parts of ROIs were not fully covered by the model 515 outputs, thus, the existing output points were linearly extrapolated to fully cover each 516 
